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Heavy-Duty Utility 

The new Massey Ferguson® 4700 Series of tractors is quite possibly
the most rigorously tested tractor in AGCO history. Engineers and farmers put the series through its 
paces in some 36,000 hours of testing in o�entimes brutal conditions, in locales as far-�ung as southern 
Zambia, Brazil, Turkey, China and the desert heat of Arizona. ¶ Now, with the tractor hi�ing the North 
American market, producers, landscapers and those who simply need a tractor on their farmsteads are 
o�ering rave reviews of the series. FarmLife caught up with two longtime tractor owners��ornton 
Tweedy from Arkansas and Robert Cunningham of Quebec�to share their thoughts a�er each took 
an MF4708 tractor for a spin. (�e MF4708 is one of four models in the series to be sold in North 
America.) ¶ Here’s a sampling of what each said, as well as additional information about the series.

Thornton Tweedy, Arkansas
“�e ground was so steep you couldn’t 
stand up on it,” says �ornton Tweedy 
about some of the railroad and power line 
right-of-ways he formerly cut and helped 
maintain. “You had to be careful, or you 
could roll a tractor, or worse. You had to 
know what you were doing and you had to 
have the right tractor.” For Tweedy, there 
was no be�er machine for such work than Massey Ferguson, 
when properly con�gured and equipped. “You have to keep safety 
in mind,” Tweedy says about the work, most of which was in 
Alabama’s rugged foothills of the Appalachian Mountains, and 
“Massey [tractors] are the best thing built for right-of-ways. �ey 
hug the ground good, got stability and are compact. �ey got a 
lot of power in a li�le tractor. �ey’re ahead of all the rest.” 

While Tweedy has since go�en out of the right-of-way 
maintenance business, his working in such extreme conditions 
has given him �rsthand knowledge of what constitutes a 
dependable, powerful and stable tractor. He�or, more 
speci�cally, his former line of work�was known to be hard on 
tractors. Just ask his AGCO dealer, Blake Cox of Cox Implement. 

�at experience is one of the reasons Tweedy was asked to 

demo the MF4708. In addition, Tweedy 
also uses tractors from other brands, 
giving him a broader basis of comparison, 
and he still needs all those qualities 
mentioned above and then some in a 
tractor on the land in northeast Arkansas 
he now uses to raise ca�le. 

�ese days, Tweedy is building a herd 
of F1 Tigerstripe ca�le. He’s up to about 

140 head of the Hereford-Brahman cross, which he raises and 
sells to his brother, who �nishes them. Tweedy plans, though, to 
grow to about 300 head and transition into a cow/calf operation. 

For nearly eight months out of the year, Tweedy raises those 
ca�le on about 250 acres of pasture, then during the winter feeds 
them hay, pu�ing up some 1,200 bales a year. With plans to grow 
the herd, however, he’s acquired more land through rent and 
purchase, and has undertaken e�orts to improve it.

Generally speaking, that’s all work Tweedy undertook when 
he borrowed the MF4708 for about two days recently. “I spent 
one a�ernoon pu�ing up hay, and that tractor goes just as fast 
backward as it will forward. �at’s nice if you’re loading hay or 
something. You’re not crawling when you’re backing up. It got 
the job done.” >>
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